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hydiaulic cylinders, by preference formed in one piece with their rams, are
placed horizontally at one end of tbe machine, the rams being pressed outwards against a cross head having attached to it four powerful rods. The
rams ai'e not fixed to the cross head and theycan be used quite independently
of each other, either the centre one alone or the two outer ones, or all three
The rams are actuateil by preference by
according to the strain required.
of
which
three pumps, two
have the same area but work with their strokes
alternating, whilst the third is of larger efiective area at first thau either of the
others, but is contrived so that by detac hing a part of its plunger or otherwise,
be worked with a smaller effective area. The communiit map afterwards
corn
cations of the pipe from the pumps ie by preference with the bottoms of the
three oylinders, aud a simple screw stop valve is applied to each cylinder.
The hydraulio cylinders are fixed at &inc end of a long sole plate or bed frame
which is formeil with 'I/-groovesto guide a massive cross head fixed upon the
four rods by screw nuts. For applying crushing strains, bending or transve&ze
B'traills&slid
pressiug, punching, or iudenting strains, this cross head is fixed
on the rods so as to compress the specimen in the space between it aud the
cylinders, whilst for applying tensile or drawiug and similar strains the
specimen is placed on the other side of the cross head to draiv the specimen
towards the cylinders. The nuts, however, remain at the ends of the rods, aud
tubular pieces of suitable lengths are put on the rods iu halves between the
nuts and the cross hend to transmit the strain from the iiuts to ihe cross Iiead.
In all applications of the apparatus the strain exerted by the rams is opposed
or met by a system of levers combined with graduated steelyards, io which
weights areapplied whereby ioaccurately measure the straiiiactual)ybrouuht0
to bearon the specimer. . The first lever works in a horizontal plane at the end
of the machine opposite to the rams, being supported on metal balls or by
suspending links, andbeiug acted upon by a T-piece made in two parts which
receive the end of the lever between them, In the ease of crushing, beuding,
compressing or similar strains, the T-piece is connected eith. r by side rods nr
by upper and lower links to an iuner cross head, between wliich and the main
cross head the specimen is placed. In the case of teusile or drawing an&1»l
shearing or other similar strains, the specimen is connected to the T-1&iece
The lever has its fulcrum
outside of or beyond the main cross nead.
knife edges bearing in a forked piece fixed to the raised end of tbe sole
plate or bed frame, or it may be made with round pins bearing on antifriction rollers. The end of the long arm of the lever is c&nnected by
a link to a short arru projecting vertically from a horizontal graduated
steelyard working in a vertical plane and fitted with appliances for
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weighing»r measuring the strain transmitted by means of weights.
steelyard may be formed with round journals orpinsrestingonantifriction
wheels or it &nay have its bearing by a combination &&f knife edges on surfaces
disposedtomeet the variousstrains. A weight is applied to thenon-indicating
0 end ofthe steelyard to counterbalance the weight of the longarm, so that the
minutest strains may be measured, and this weight canbeeasilyremovedwhen
the strain tobe measured exceeds its amount, sothatthensomuchless
weight
will require to be put on the yard.
For the purpose of measu!. ing greater
strains, a second balanced steelyard is arranged above the first, and the strain
IU is transmitted to it from the first by a strut or rod, which can be a&ljusted out
of the vvay when the upper steelyard is not to be used. The steelyards are
marked in the usual way tu indicate the strains, and an alarm apparatus
is fitte in connection to indicate when a particular or "proof" strain is
arrived at in performing an experiment.
Provision is made for measuring and indicating change of ferro in specimens
operated npon, whether by elongation, compression, bending, or otherwise;
snd the appliance for this purpose consists of t&vn parts connected separ;&tely
to the cross heads or other parts ol theapparatusbetweeu
whichthe specimen
is placed. One part comprises a rack gearing with a pinion on adialcarried
2U in bearings, which with a stationary pointer form tho other part.
Provisionis made forindicating through severalturnsof thedial hyforming
on it a spiral groove in &vhich there works asmallslideacted oubythe pointer,
and this slide shows in what circle or convolution of thespiral any &mlication
is to be read. In some cases there may be a movement between the part
2fi carrying the dial an&1 the speci&nen, such move&nm&t in=erfering with the
indicati&&n of the movement, exclusively due to 'he specimen, and to provide
for such cases the pointer ordinarily fixe&1 with a acre&v &nay be set free to be
moved by a rack acting &&n a pinion formed on it, such rack being connected
to the specimen and correcting any move&nent, of the part carrying the dial.
UU The indicat&ng appliance thus arranged maybe lixed onanyconvenientpartof
the machine.
For bending specimeus or subjecting the&n to transverse strains thc main
cross head has fitted to it two blocks, &vhich can be adjusted noar to or further
from the centre, and whilst these blocks a& e br&&ught to bear on t&vo parts o f
is made to bear
fif& the specimen, a third block pressed in the opposite direction
on the other side of the specimen and between the two other blocks.
The
blocks may be arranged to grip the speci&nen.
For applying torsional or twisting strains, the bed frame of the machine is
provided with bearings to receive the shaft or spindle to be tested; and in
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testing, two toothe:l wheels are lixed on the spindle, uprn which wheels a
strain is applied in one direction by means of racks jointed to the main cross
head, whilst the opposite strain is received through a lever fixed on the shaft
between the two toothed wheels.
Adjustable scales to show the amount of
movement are put on the wheels, the pointers to such scales being attached to
the holding lever, Bo Es to shotv the total movement. Wheels of different sizes
may be applied and at different distances apart, and scales may be put upon
suitable parts of the apparatus to measure any change in the length of the
The wheels may be acted upon by chains or other jointed or
specimen.
flexible connections.
To measure the force actually concerned in applying bursting or collapsing
strains by fluid pressure, a cylinder is fltted to the chamber or vessel into
which the water or flnid used in the operation is forced, and which vessel will
be the vessel or structure to be tested in the case of a bursting strain, but will
coutain the vessel or structure to be tested in the case of a collapsing strain.
The cylinder is fltted with a piston, and the chamber or vessel is placed
in the machine in such a way that the rod of thepiston may communicate tbe
pressure on its area through tbe T-piece and lever to the steelyards.
If the
pressure of the atmosphere is to be used in collapsing the specimen or vessel,
the cylinder and pistou is arranged iu the machine in such a way that the
piston will be drawn outwards relatively to the vessel by the action of the
hydraulic rams, and so tend to produce a vacuum inside the vessel, water or
other liquid being contained therein.
The machine map also be used for measuring and indicating change of form
or strength in a specimen when subjected to heat or cold, as the apparatus for
applying tbe heat or cold may be easily introduced into the machine in such a
way that the specimen under experiment may act on or be acted on by one or
both cross heads.
It is an important feature of the improved apparatus that the specimens
operated upon are placed in a horizontal position, which has many praotical
advantages, and amongst other things it admits of the application ofcombinations of strains. Tous percussive, vibratory, jarring, and other strains may
be applied to the specimens whilst subjected to any desired degree of tensile,
transverse, compressive, or similar strains brought to boar by any ofthe means
herein-before described.
When the apparatus is not required to apply great strains, one or two
hydraulic cylinders or a screw or combination of screws may be substituted
for the three hydraulic cylinders herein-before described.
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SPECIFICATION in pursuance of the conditions of the Letters Patent, filcd
by the said David Kirkaldy in the Great Seal Patent Ollice on the
26th May 1864.
THESE PRESENTS SH&LLL COTE, I, Dsvxn
6 KxnxsLDY, of Glasgow in the Conxltyof Lallsl'kNorth Britain, Engineer and
Draughtsman, send greeting.
WHEEESS Her most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria, by Her Letters
Patent, bearing date the Twenty-sixth day of November, in the «esr of oux
LordOne thousandeight hundred and sixty-three, in the Twenty-seventh year
10 of Her reign, did, for Herself, Her heirs and successors, give and grant
uuto me, the said David Kirkaldy, Her special licence that I, the said
David Kirkaldy, my executors, administrators, and assigns, or such others
as I, the said David Kirkaldy, xny executors, administratorsi and assi-nss
should at any time agree with, and no others, from time to tiine aud at all
16 times thereafter during tlie term therein expressed, should and hiiv fully &night
make, use, exercise, and vend, ivithin the United Kingdom of Great Britain
an&1 Ireland, the Channel Islands, aud Isle of' Man, an Invention
for "Ixxrzovznzsvs n& Tzerxzs oz Nzs&svaxze rzz 'Srzzzsrxx szn orzzz Pzorzarxzs cx
vszxous Marzzxsxs oz Srzx&cruzzs, &u&n xz Ares&sar&is xxxzzzroz, " upon the con20 dition (amongst others) that I, the sai&l David Kirkahly, niy executors or
administrators,
by an instrument in writing nnder my, or their, or one of
TO ALL TO WHON

their hands and seals, should particularly descritie and ascertain the nature
of the said Invention, and in what manner the same was tu be performed,
and cause the same to be filed in the Great Seal Patent Otfxce within six
ob calendar months next aud immediately after the date of the said Letters

Patent.
NOW KNOW

YE, that I, the said David Kirkaldy, do hereby declare

the nature of my said Invention, and iu what manner the same is to be perdescribed and ascertained in and by the following
f&&rmed, to be particularly
30 statement in writing, reference being had tc the accompanying Drawings,
and to the le&ters and figures marked thereon, that is to say:—
My said invention relates to the testing or &neasuring of the strength and
other properties of various materials and structures in n superior snd more
accurate &canner thanhas been hitherto attained, and toappara&us specially
36 designed with a view to its easy a ljnst ment or adaptation for applying various
or indication of a&null strains
kinds of strains, andtoitsaccuratemeasurement
and minute ditferences of strains, as well as of comparatively great, strains,
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that thc results obtaino 1 by it &nay be critically verifip&1
with the greatest facility.
And in order that my said Invention and the manner of performing the
same may be properly understood,
bavehereunto appended three Sheets of
explanatory Drawings to be herein-after referred to, aud represeiiting modifications of iny improved apparatus and arrange&nents.
In one modification oi the apparatus for carrying out my Invention three
hydraulic cylinders, by preference formed in one piece. are place&1 horizont, illy
at one end of the mactiine, the rams being pressed outwards against a cross
head having attached to it four powerful rods. The rams are not fixed to the
cross head, and they can be used quite independently of each other, either the
centre one alone, or the two outer ones, or all three according to the strain
require&1. The rams are actuated by three pumps, and in one modification
two of these have the same area, but work with their strokes alternating,
whilst the third isof larger effective area at first than either of theothers, but
has a well-ki!own arrangement'for detaching a part of its plunger, so that it
may afterwards be worked ivithasmaller efi'ective area. 'I'hecommunications
of the pipe from the pumps is, bp preference, ivith the bottoms of the three
hydraulic cylinders, and a simplescrew stop valve is applied to each cylinder
In some cases one or two hydrau'. ic cylinders, or a screw or combination of
screws may be substituted for the three hydraulic cylinders herein-before
described; and in the modification represeu&edin the accompanying Drawings
a single hydraulic cylinder ha's been adopted,
Figure 1 is a plan of the machine with the strait&-indicating apparatiis in
horizontal section; and Figure 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of the main
part of the machine; Figure 3 is a side elevation of the strain-indicatiug
apparatus with the framing in vertical section; and this apparatus is shown
in transverse vertical section in Figure 4, and in end elevation in Figure 6.
Figure 6 also comprises a transverse vertical section of the inain machine as
taken at the line A. , A, in Figures 1 and 2; aml Figures 6 and 7 are
transverse vertical sections taken at the lines B, 8, and C, C, in Figures 1
and 2. Figures 8, 9, aud 10 on Sheet 2, are transverse vertical sections
taken at the lines D, D, E, E, and F, F, in Figures 1 and 2, Figures 9
and 10 containing details not shown iu Figures 1 and 2, but herein-after
more particularly referred to. The remaining Figures on Sheets 2 and 3 ivill
be more conveniently referred to after describing the maill features of the
machine.
The hydraulic cylinder 1 is fixed at one end of a long sole plate or bed
ffame 2, which, for convenience, is cast in four separate p irts, securely and
soarranged
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rigidly bolted to each other, and held down by tie bolts to a massive foundation
of masonry. The bed frame is formed with V-grooves along the sidestoguide
the cylinder cross head 3, which has attached to it the four rods 4, and to
guide a second cross head 5, which is fixed by screw nuts on the rods 4, these
For applying crushing strains, bending or
5 being screwed for the purpose.
transverse strains, and compressing, punching, or indenting strains, this cross
head 5 is fixed on the rods 4 in such a position as to compress the specimen S
in the space between it and the cylinder 1, whilst for applying tensile or
drasving and similar strains, the specimen is placed on the other side of the
10 cross head 5 to draw the specimen towarils the cylinder 1.
ln Figure 1 the machine is shown as applying a bending strain to a
specimen S. Tbe rods 4 are represented as screwed for a considerable portion
of their length, in order that the cross head 5 may he adjusted upon them in
Any convenieut positiou; and to facilitate such adjustment provision is suade
for working the four screw nutssimultsneously, they being formed with pinion
teeth connected by intermediate toothed wheels, and worked bya haudshaft 6
through a pair of bevil pinions. The working of the nuts back and forwards
may be avoided by applying tubular pieces of suitablelengths to be put ontho
rods in halves between the nuts and the cross head, as herein-after more
20 particularly described, in which case the nuts ruight alsvays remain at the ends
of the rods, the tubular pieces trausmitting the strain to them from the cross
head when this is placed nearer to the cylinder. In all applications of the
apparatus the strain exerted by the cylinder I is opposed or met by a system
of levers combined with graduated steelyards, to which weights are applied to
25 accurately measure the strain actually brought to bear on the specimen. The
first lever 7 works in a horizontal plane at the end of the machine opposite to
the cylinder 1, beingsupported on metalballs or strutsor bysuspendinglinks',
aud being acted upon by a T piece 8 made in two parts, which receive the
lever 7 between them. In the case of crushing, bendiug, compressing, or
30 shnilar stra&ns, the T piece 8 is connecte&l either by side rods or by upper and
lower links Q, as shown in I'igures 1 and 2, to au inner oross head or block 10,
between which and the main cross head 5 the specimen Sis placed. In the
case of tensile, or drawing, and of shearing, and other similar strains, the
specimen is oonnected to the T piece 8 outside of or beyond the main cross
85 head 6. The strain of the T piece is communicated to a vertical pin 11 fixed
in the lever 7, and 6tted with steel knife edges, which bear against steel
pieces 6tted iu eyes which are formed in the upper and lower parts of the
T piece to receive the pin 11. The fulcrum knife edges of the lever 7 are
fitted upon a similar piu 12 fixed in the lever, aud they bear upon steel pieces
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fitted in epee formed in a forked piece 18 fixed to the raised end 14 of the
bed frame 2. The strain acting between the end of the bed frame and the
abutment 16, against which the inner end of the cylinder 1 bears, is met by
tivo cast-iron rods 16, as well as bp the bottom of the bed frame itself. These
rods 16 are keyed st one end in the abutment 16, arid at the other end in an 6'
abutment 16' formed on the bed frame, and connected by side bars to the
raised end or abutment 14. The firsi lever 7 is represented (8'igure 6) as
supported bp struts 17, 18, at each end, the lover being fitted with knit'e edges
to bear on the etruts, and the struts beeriug on knife edges on the bed frames;
snd this arrangement admits of the very slight movemente of'the lever with ip
the least l'riction. The end of the long arm of ihe lever 7 is connected by s
link 19 to a short arm 20 projecting vertically downwards from a horizontal
graduated steel yard 21 working in a vertical plaue, aud fitte with anpliances
for weighing or measuring by roeans of weights the strain transmitted. The
link 19 is connected to the firet leier 7 bp means of upper and lower plates 16
connected together, end to the lever bp cine, and formed with eyes, into which
n pin in the lever ieentered, and on steel pieces in which knife edges vn the
pin bear. The link is connected to the steelyard 21 in a similar way.
The steelyard 21 may be formed with round journals or pins resting on
antifriction wheels, but I prefer to construct it with a combination of knife 2'0
edges bearing on surfaces disposed to meet the various strains, as herein after
more particularly described. A weight 22 is applied to the non-indicating
end of the steelyard 21 to counterbalance the weight. of the long arm, so that
the minutest strains msy be measured, snd this weight cao be easily removed
when the strain to be measured exceeds ite amount, so that then as much less 26
weight willrequire to be put upon the yard. For the purpose of measuring
greater strains a second balanced steelyard 23 is arranged above the firsi, snd
the strain is transmitted to it from the first by a strut or rod 24, which can be
adjusted so as tobe inactive when the upper steelyard is no'. to be used. The
strut 24, which ie shown enlarged in side and front views in Figures 64, 66, 30
Sheet 3, is forked at both ends, and the strain is communicated bp knife
eilgee on the loiver pard, and is received by knife edges on i.:he upper one.
The strut is in two pieces, which sre keyed together, and when it is to be
inactive the parts are keped together in such e wep se to shorten it, whilst the
upper parts being looped round the upper knife edges, it is prevented from
falling. The steelyards 21, 28, are marked in 'the usual wsy, snd are provided
with weights 26, 26, to indicate the strains, snd s bell alarm apparatus ie
fitted iu cm iectiou with sich pird to indicate when a p'articular or "proof"
The weights are easily
strain is arrived at in performiug aa experiment;
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moved along the vards by means of endless cords passed round pulleys at each
end, and actuated by small hand wheels 27, 28. The yards are carried by
two standards 29, 80, each of which is formed in two pieces, so as to enclose
the yards between them, and with openings for the points of the yards to work
in, these openings being fitted with wooden striking pieces for the yards to
comein contact with when any sudden movement takes place from a specimen
giving way, or otherwise.
With a similar object wooden striking pieces are
also fittedin theeyes of the T-piece 8 and on the raised abutment 14, where.
the T-piece would strike.
Provision is made for measuring and indicating change of form iu the
specimens operated upon, whether bp elongation, compression, bending, or
otherwise; and the appliance for this purpose consists of two parts to be connected separately to the cross heads or other parts of the apparatus between
which the specimen is placed.
sk convenient modification of this appliance is shown in section in Figure 48
Sheet 8, and in face view in Figure 49. One part comprises a rack 47 to be
connected to the specimen or to one of the cross heads, and gearing tvith a
pinion fixed toadial 48, which is carried by and can turn on a stud 43 fixed
to the framing or to tho opposite cross head. On the stud 49 there is fixed a
pointer 80, which is usually stationary, and forms the other part of the
appliance.
Provision is made for indicating through several turns of the
dial 48 by forming on it a spiral groove, in which there works a small slide ac
actedon by the pointer bO, and this slide shows in what circle or conv~fion
of the spiral any indication is to be read. In some cases there may be a
movement between the part carrying the dial and the specimen, such movement interfering with the indication of the movement exclusively due to the
specimeu, and to provide for such cases the pointer 50, ordinarily fixed with a
screw, may be set free to be moved by a rark 81 acting on a pinion formed
on it, such rack being connected to the specimen and correcting any movement of the part carrying the dial. The iudicating appliance thus arranged
may be fixed ou any couvenientpart of the machine. For bending specimens,
or subjecting them to transverse strains, the main cross head o has fitted to
it two blocks 31, which can be adjusted nearer to or further from the centre,
and whilst these tsvo blocks 81 are brought, to bear on two outer parts of the
specimen S, a third block 10 pressed in the opposite direction is made to bear
on the other side of the specimen aud between the two other blocks ol.
When it is wished to act on the specimen at points further apart than can be
obtained with the cross head 5, a largercross head 82 can be fixed upon the
cross head u, as shown in Figure 11, Sheet 2. The blocks 31 may be
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ortwistiug strainsthe
arranged to grip the specimeu. For applyingtorsional
bed frame of the machine is provided with bearings to receive the shaft &&r
spindle to be tested, and in testi'ng two-toothed wheels are fixed on the
spindle, upon which wheels a strain is applied in one direction by means of
racks jointed to the main cross head, whilst tbe opposite strain is received
through a lever fixe&l on the shaft between the two toothed &vheels. Wheels
of different sizes may be applied, and at differeht distances apart, aud scales
may be put upon suitable parts of the apparatus to measure any change in the
length of the specimen.
Tho wheels may be acted upon by chains or otlier
jointed or flexible connections. The arrangements for testing short or small
spindles are showu in transverse vertical section in Fignre9, Sheet 2, alrca&ly
referred to, and in plan ond longitudinal vertical sectionin Figures 12 an&I l 8,
Sheet, 2. The spindle S 83 is placed in bearings on the bed frame just
within the V-grooves, and the wheels 34 are fixed on it close to the inner
sides of the bearings, whilst'the holding back lever 86 is fixed on the middle.
The twisting strain is applied to the wheels 84 by a pair of racks 86 jointed
to holders, which are keyed to the main cross head 6, and the racks are hel&l
down upon and in gear with the wheels by a spindle 37 held by a pair of
standards fixed to the framing. The holding-usck lever 86 is conn'ected by n
link 88 to the T-piece 8, through whichthe strain is transmitted to the steelWhen it is wished to apply and measure a torsional
yards and ineasured.
strain on a larger or longer shaft than cau be c&&nvenientlp arranged, as shown
in Figure !&, the s!iaft S to be tried is placed in bearings 89at the under side
of the bed frame, snd it has fixed upon it larger wheel~ 40, as shown in
Figure 10, and also in Figure 14, the former being a traosverse vertical
section, and the latter a pit u. The wheels 40 can be applied at dilfercnt
distances from the middle of the shaft, as indicated by the dotted lines,
brackets 41 being fixed to the sides of thebed trame to carry adjustable crossframe bars 42 formed with bearings forthe shaft, audfitted with stsndards48
to receive the holding-down bar 44, by which the racks sre kept in gear,
The holding-back lever 46 fixed on tbe middle of the shaft is connected to
the T-piece 8 iu the saine way as the smaller one. A&ljustable scales, such
as the one sho&vu in face vie&v snd section in F'igures 60, 61, Sheet 8, are
put on the wheels& the pointers to such scales being by preference attaclied
Thc
to the holding-back lever 86 nr 46, so as to show the total m&&vement.
su5cientstrai&&
preference
a&ljusted
after
is
to
applied
scales are by
bring the
fair
bearing.
a
to
parts
Figures 62, 68, Sheet 8, are face view snd section of theappliance which
1 prefer for indicating any end movement of a shaft or spindle subjected to
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torsion, and suitable for indicatiug inovemen t exhibited byspecimeiis tested in
various ways. This appliance comprise a stationary adjustable dial 52, with
a pointer 58, the boss of which latter is made with pinion teeth to gear with
A small
a rack bp which the movement of the specimen is communicated.
forward
moved
by the
5 slide 5 is fitted to work in a groove in the dial, being
pointer, but if the specimen recovers some of its movement on the strain being
removed, tlie slide remains at the maximum, and the difference between its
position and the fi»al position of the pointer, shows the extentofthe recovery.
The mannerof applpiug compressivestrains to specimens in various waysis
10 shoivn in Figures 15 ti 22, Sheet 2. Figure 15 is a sectional plan, and
Figure 16 is a corresponding longitudiual vertical section, shoiving a iong
bar S being compressed, and if buckling is to be prevented during the
coinpri ssion, the appliances hitherto used for that purpose may be added;
Fignre 17 represents in horizontal section a block of brickwork beiug oom15 pressed; Figures 18 i»id 19, ure sections shoiving punching or indenting;
and Figure 20 is a section, showing the bursting of a small ring or ferrule
Figures 21, 22, are horizontal
by compressing into it a tapered mandril.
and vertical sections showing the compressing of a ring or hoop S. The
manner of applping tensile or drawing strains to specimens in various ways is
20 shown iii Figures 23 to 3", Sheet 2. Figures 28 and 24, are horizontal and
vertical sections, showing a loug rod or bar S as being subjected to dr awing
the ends of the roil being fixed by ivedges in blocks o i, which are linked
to thecross head 5, «»d '7-piece 8 respectively; Figure 25 is a section showing
the connecting of a fiat specimen 8 directly 'to the cross he id and g-piece bp
25 pins passing through eyes in it; 1'igures 26 aitd 27 are vertical and horizontal
section«shoiving the manner of testing the strength of a rivetted plate joint S,
and Figures 28 and 29, are horizontal aiid vertical sections shoivin«an
arrangement for applying a shearing strain to a bolt or bar S. Figure 80 is a
vertical section, showing an arrangement for applying a tensile strain to a
80 small rod or bar S with heads; and Figures 81 and 82 are horizontal and
vertical sections, shoiving the manner of applping an elongating or pulling
strain ton ring ur hoop S. The parts of the machine which are shoivn in
these Figures, are markeil with the same reference numerals»s in the more
complete reprosentations of the ma hiue, so that there may be no difhculty in
35 understanding how the various kinds of strains are to b. applied in the
complete machine, and this remark also applies to what f»llows.
To measure the force actually concerned in applying, bursting, or collapsing
strains by Huid pressure, arrangements are used such as are shown in section
in Figures 89 to 48s Sheet 3, in ivhich a cylinder o5 is fitted to the chamber
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or vessel 56, i»to ivhich the water or fluid used in the operation is 0&reed
(by a pipe 57 from any suitable force pump), aud which vessel vrill be the
vesselorstructureStobetestedinlhe
caseof a burstirg strain(Figures 89, 4'i)
bnt will contain the vesselor structure Sto be tested inthecaseof acollapsing
strain (Figures 42, 48). The cylinder 55 is fitted with a piet&&n 58, and
together with the ciiam her or vessel 56 is placed in ti&e machine in such aivay
that the md of the piston o8 maycommunicate the pressure ou it» area by the
cross heail 1 ii, and rods 9 to the T-piece (8, not shown in these Figures, ) an d
If the pressure of the
thence through the lever (7) to thc steelyards.
atmosphere is to beused in collapsiug 'he specimen or vessel, the cyliniler and
piston (55, 5 c, ) is arranged iu the machine in such a way i hut the pist &n ivi&l
be drawn out relatively to the vessel by the action of the hydraulic rams, anil
so tend to produce a vacuum inside the vessel, ivater or other suitable liqnid
being contained therein.
Tbe machine &nay also be used for measuring and indicaringchsngeof form
or strength in a specimen when subjected to heat or cold, as the apparatus for
applying the heat or cold may be easilv introduced into the machiiie in such a
way that the specimen uuder experiment may act on or be actetl on by one or
both cross heads 5 or 10.
Figure 86, Sheet 8, is a longitudinal vertical section of a boiler or heating
vessel for applyingheatby means of water oil, or other liquid, toaspeciinen 6,
arranged in blocks 54 for being subjected to a tensile strain wheu at various
temperatures. h. gas pipe 59, with numerousjets, is shown as the means for
heating the boiler but other means for that purpose may obviouslybeadol&ted.
For applying great heat the apparatus shoivn in transverse and longitudinal
vertical section in Figures 87 and 88, Sheet 8, may be adopted. It consists
of a vessel lined with fire-brick, to receive fuel tn be applied directly to the
specimen, an air pipe 60, with tuyeres, being provided for blowing the air in.
Pyrometers are provided for indicating the heat, and also apertures in which
fusible plugs of different metals or alloys may be placed to indicate temperature
by their melting.
It is an important feature of my improved apparatus that tbe specimens
operated upon are placed in a horizontal position, which has many practical
advantages, and amongst other things it admits of the application of combinations of strains; thus percussive, vibratory, jarring, and other strains may
be applied to the specimens whilst subjected to any desired degree of tensile.
transverse, compressive, or similar strains brought to bear by any of the means
herein-before described.
Figure 88, Sheet 8, represents in sectional elevation a convenient arrange-
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ment for subjecting a specimen bar S to the action of a falling weight 61, or a
resting weight 62, ivhilst being dsawn or compressed in the machine.
Figure 34 is a transveme vertical section, and 1'igure 85 is sectional side
elevation, showing a convenient means for imparting to s specimen S a
succession of blows svith a weight 61 by a rotating cam 68, whilst at G4, 65,
and 66 are indicated examples of the various forms of cams that may be
Used.
We manner in which prefer to dispose the fulcr-. m knife edgos of the
steelyard 21 is shown upon an enlarged scale in Figures 44, 45, 46, 47.
Sheet 3, Figurc 44, shosving in vertical section the fulcrum pin 67, and the
pin 68 of the short vertical erin 20, whilst Figure 45 is a back &dew of the
pins 67, 68, and Figures 46, 47, are two sections of the fulcrum pin 67. This
fulcrum pin 67 rests on tivo pairs of steel pieces 69, 70, one ol' each pair bei~g
on each side of the yard; the inner pair 69 receiving the main strain at an
angle of 45 degrees, and the outer pair bearing up vertically the weight of
the parts.
Figuros 56 and 57, Sheet 3, are sectional end and side views of one modiGcation of tubular pieces to be put on the rods 4 to suit different positions of
the cross heads when the rods 4 are not screwed; and Figures 58 and 59 nrc
secrional side and end views of another modiGcation. The tubular pieces are
marie in diBerent lengths and iu halves, and are connect. d together end&rays
by pins, as shnivn in Fignres 56, 57, or the halves of cacti pair are cour&ected
together by screw bolts, as showu in Figures 58, 59.
Having thus particularly described my said Invention, anil the mariner in
which the same is or inay be performed, I have to state that I ilo nor
restrict myself' to the precise details herein described or delineated; anil
that I do not claim to have invented every separate detail herein doscribed
and delineated; bnt that svhat I believe to bc novel and original, and claim
as the Invention secured to me by the herein-before in part reciti d I.otters
patent, is,
1. The testiiig or measuring of the strength anil other properties of v irions
materials and structures by means of apparatus, the parts of svliich are
arranged or combined together, substantially in theimproved manner hereinbefore described.
The contriving and arranging of testing apparatus, so that the parts can
with facility be changed or adjusted for applying various kinds of strains to
specimens of various sizes, kinds, and materials, substantially in the mauner
herein-before described.
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8. The emploping of slaver working

plaue for comiuunicating the strain to the steelyards, substautially as herein-before described.
4. The adapting to testing apparatus of adial with aspiral groove aud slide
for indicating elongation, contraction, or other like change in a speci:aen, so
iu a horizontal

as in a compact form to give an enlarged indication capable of extending over 5
considerable lengths, substantially as herein-before described; and,
5.' The using of a cylinder and piston (55, 58,) for transmitting aud
measuring the exact fluid pressure iu expanding or collapsing holloiv vessels
or structures, substssntially in the manner herein-before described, more particularlp with refereuce to Figures 89 to 48 on Sheet 8 of the accompanying Ip
Drawings.

In witness whereof, I, the said Davitl Kirkaldp, have hereunto set

my

hand and seal, this Twenty-fourth day of May, in the pear of our
Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixtp-four.

DAVID KIRKALDY.

(i..s.)

Witness,

Patent Agent,
25, St. Euoch Square, Glasgow.
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